
Home Automation Technology
The Case of a Mobile Application for Real-Time Home Energy Monitoring

Tenancy is a home automation mobile application for helping the landlords start the journey to 
a better understanding of energy consumptions made by their tenants and the money it costs 
them. It aims to monitor and control the usage of resources such as electricity, gas and water
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The product was designed as a part

of my University project for Media Specialis Practice coursework. 

The aim of the coursework was to chose one specialist topic and 

then use your new understanding to complete a small project.The 

project deliverables were defined in association with 

Dr. Martin Colbert (Kingston University London) as my supervisor.

Project Brief

Although there are energy service providers who provide
in-home energy display monitors for monitoring energy
consumptions in real-time, they restrict users from monitoring
individual rooms or tenants and devices. Since they are in-
home monitors, the landlords can not carry them along.

Therefore, it was the need of an hour to come up with a
solution for the Landlords to save energy resources. 

THE PROBLEM

Key problems with the current situation:

Difficult to monitor energy consumptions.

Regular house visits for note down the meter 
readings.

Asking tenants to send texts or pictures of the 
meter readings.

Visit the service provider’s website to keep a 
track on consumption data.

Tenants misusing energy resources.

Can not track the usage of specific rooms or  
tenants and devices.

Tenants do not pay on time.

No direct debit payment method.

Can not keep a record of the utility bills or any 
other invoices.

I started with conducting extreme user interviews to

understand user responses and insights to discover 

the problems and opportunities. The target audience 

for the project were the Landlords living in London.

Understanding the 
Target Audience

Survey, User Interviews, Affinity Mapping, and Competitive 
Analysis to list all the constraints and opportunities 
for next steps.

Research Phase

Empathy Mapping, User Personas, and User Journey
Maps to define the goals, objectives and strategy for
the UX.

Define Phase

Card Sorting resulting in Information Architecture
to decide and prioritize important features.

Ideation Phase

Low-fidelity wireframes, Mid-fidelity wireframes, and
Hi-fidelity wireframes to reveal new solutions to the
problems.

Prototyping Phase

User Testing to see how the target users interacted
with the prototype and gather valuable feedbacks.

Testing Phase

Tenancy is a Home Automation Mobile Application that helps the
landlords to monitor and control the usage of resources such as 
electricity, gas and water by an individual tenant or room, devices 
and also get a cumulative consumption data of the whole house 
helping in cutting down the utility bills and avoiding any sort of 
misuse or leakage.

The Solution

The Process

Is it possible to get the consumption data from utility meters and electrical devices individually in real-time?
Is it possible to monitor the consumption from anywhere?

Design Challenge

Research Phase:
User Survey

Research Phase:
User Interviews

“I wish there was a way I 

could know the consumption 

of different rooms or tenants 

and devices individually.”

“It does not make sense to 

travel just to note down the 

readings or to call my 

tenants to share pictures 

of the utility bills”

“I have got in-home energy 
monitor at my properties 

but there is no way I 
could carry them around 
get those readings on my 

mobile phone.”

Research Phase:
Affinity Mapping

Difficult for the landlords to monitor the energy consumptions of a 
house

Visit utility service provider’s website to track energy consumption 
and meter readings

Difficult to maintain a record of hard copies of utility bills and 
invoices related to any repair or  maintenance

Asking tenants to share pictures of the utility meters.

Regular house visits to note down the meter readings

Cannot track the energy consumptions of different rooms or 
tenants and devices individually

Manual rent reminders

Tenants misusing the energy resources

Park their vehicles far from their destination

Tenants not paying on time

No direct debit payment option

Using multiple platforms for different purposes

Research Phase:
Competitive Analysis

02

01

03

Ideation Phase:
Information Architecture

05

Testing Phase:
Formative Evaluation

04

Prototyping Phase:
Wireframes and Mockups

Prototyping Phase:
Hi-Fidelity Mockups

This looks neat 
and easy

Register Property, Select 
Utilities, Enter Meter Details, 
Create Floor Plan, Add No 

of Power Outlets

INTERESTING

Wow. This look 
mesmerising

Reading through the
energy comsumption data 

and visualizing through 
radial and line graphs

MESMERISED

Great way to visualize data 
for different rooms and 

devices individually

Horizontally scrolling 
through data of different 

rooms and devices 

PLEASED

Lovely! Looks like a 
complete package for me.

Try adding utility bills 
and invoices

BLESSED

Now I do not have search 
through my files to look for 

their details

Reading through user-
profiles and their payment

histories

EASY

This app is really a complete 
package for landlords. Now 

they won’t have to user other 
apps.

Try exploring it and disover 
what all a landlord can share 

with their tenants

EXCITED

Great way they to stay 
updated

Reading through all 
different types of 

notifications

CONFIDENT

Pleased to see all the 
other features in the 

hamburger

Try exploring all the 
secondary features.

EXCITED

Stages

DOING

THINKING

FEELING

EMOTIONAL 
JOURNEY

ONBOARDING DASHBOARD HOME ADD BUTTON TENANTS CHAT NOTIFICATIONS HAMBURGER

Define Phase:
User Journey Map

Define Phase:
User Personas

Define Phase:
Empathy Map

Ideation Phase:
Card Sorting

Card Sorting activity was performed with some recruited participants 

to understand their attitudes, values, preferences as they relate to 

the domain under study. The activity helped the author to develop a 

deep understanding of the audience’s mental models or 

conditioning. In simple words, it helped the author to figure the way 

individuals break down a problem, concept or task in their head, and 

sort them based on their priorities and relative value of breakdown 

items. As a result, the features and the Information Architecture for 

the application were discovered. 

Starting with creating really low-fidelity sketches to get 

a general idea of what the interface would look like. I 

worked my way up building high-fidelity wireframes 

and visual mockups on Sketch.

Empathy map was created to visualize user attitudes and 

behaviours in order to align on a deep understanding of the 

end-users or stand-in their shoes.

The journey map below describes the experience of a landlord 

trying to monitor the energy consumption her house, starting 

from choosing the type of utilities she wants to monitor and 

creating a floor plan until seeing all the relevant usage data for 

her house.

User 1

- The user was highly impressed by the user experience and the 
look and feel of the application.

- The user could easily visualise the energy consumption data for 
electricity, gas and water separately.

- The user especially liked seeing the real-time meter readings.

- He really liked seeing the real-time, daily, weekly and monthly 
consumption data separately. 

User 2

- The user was glad to see the energy consumption data for 

different rooms and devices individually.

- According to the user, the colours used were the best fit for data 

visualisation.

- The user also liked additional features such as setting daily, weekly 

or monthly budget and sending rent reminders to the users.

TENANCY

IHD3 / IHD6

The Chameleon Technology’s IHD3 / IHD6 in-home display monitors 

are capabel of measuring and displaying accurate energy 

consumption data for the whole house. However it is incompetent of 

showing the consumption data for different rooms or tenants and 

devices individually and also restricts the users from carrying it along 

outside.

SAYS THINK

DOES

LANDLORD

FEELS

It’s a waste of
time, money 

and fuel

I am too tired 
to travel just to
note down the

readings

I do not like
the inaccuracy

in manaul
records

Shall I try
calling any of 

my tenants for
the readings?

Should I send
them a rent
reminder?

Which has better
reviews?

I hope I have
not missed out

any crucial
information.

I wish I could
see the readings

on my phone

I wish I had
everything on

the same
platform.

Why do I have
to remind the

tenants for rent?

Public parkings
do not show 
right count

Maintenance
of all the

manual records
is painful.

Why do I have
to open multiple

platforms for
diffrerent 
purposes

Drives to her
property

Click pictures
of the meters 

Send 
Reminders

for payments

Make a phone
call to the

tenants

Maintain the
records through
excel sheets or

file it up
manually.

Uses multiple
platforms for

multiple
purposes

Write down
the readings

Tired

Uneasy
or

Embarressed
while sending 
rent reminders

Drained

Tired
and

Stressed
Annoyed

Nervous
while managing

records

Usha Patel Chartered Accountant / 50 years old / Married 

PSYCHOGRAPHICS

Owns two private student accomodations

Loves helping her tenants

Concerned about saving enery for future

Also an Environmentalist

NEEDS

TECHNOGRAPHICS

Uses Smarthphone

Uses Online Payment Methods for most of 
the transactions

Uses WhatsApp for conversations

Uses Service Providers Website to keep a
track on energy consumption

Wants an easy way to monitor the 
energy consumption and utility meter
readings

Wants to track the usage of rooms and 
tenants specificaly

Want an easy way to manage property
related records (utility bills, invoices, etc.)

Wants her tenants to pay on time

Tenants Misusing the energy resources

Do not like visiting the property just to
note down the consumption data

Do not like asking tenants to share
pictures of the meter readings

Existing in-home energy monitors
does not let me monitor the property
from my house

PROBLEMS

“I really don’t like travelling from Hayes to Kingston just to note down the utility meter readings 
every month.”

Stefan T. Retired Officer / 63 years old / Married 

PSYCHOGRAPHICS

Owns one private student accomodations
near his own house

Loves to help children

Prefer to keep students as his tenants

Believes in saving money

NEEDS

TECHNOGRAPHICS

Uses Smarthphone

Uses Online Payment Methods for most of 
the transactions

Uses WhatsApp for conversations

Uses In-home energy monitors to keep a
track on energy consumption

Wants an easy way to monitor the 
energy consumption and utility meter
readings siting at home

Wants to manage his tenants while 
sitting at home

Want an easy way to manage property
related records (utility bills, invoices, etc.)

Want an easy payment method

Wants one platform to solve all the
purposes

Paying for utilities from my pocket because
of misuse of energy

Old age does not allow him to make 
regular house visits

Using mulitiple platforms for different
purposes turns out to be tricky

Existing in-home energy monitors
does not let me monitor the property
from my house

PROBLEMS

“Old age does not allow me to go out and make regular visits to my nearby property”

SPLASH 
SCREEN

LOGIN /
REGISTER

Enter Mobile
No. to Login

Enter Property
Details 

Enter Owner’s
Name

Enter Property’s
Address

Click on enable
GPS to detect

Choose Utilities
to Monitor

Choose Utilities
to Monitor

Choose Utilities
to Monitor

Enter Utility
Meter Details

Choose Utilities
to Monitor

Create a Floor
Plan

Enter Meter
Name

Enter Meter
Number

Add Devices

Choose b/w
electricity, gas &

water

Login via 
Google / Fb

DASHBOARD

Choose Time
Period

Consumption
Data for electrcity,

gas and water

Utility Bill

HOME TAB ADD TAB

Different parts
of house

Consumption
data for each

room

Consumption
data for each

room

TENANTS 
TAB

CHAT TAB

Add Utility
Bills

Add Invoices

Inbox

Search by 
Name

Tenants

HAMBURGER 
MENU

Different parts
of house

Consumption
data for each

room

Consumption
data for each

device

Notifications

Analysis Graph

All Tenants

Add New 
Tenants

Usage
Details

Utility
Bill

Payment
History

Send
Reminder

Set Budget

Send
Reminder

Payments

Utility
Bill

Repair & 
Maintenance 

Invoices

Notifications

All Contacts

Tenants
Chat Head

Send
Texts

Share Media

Voice
Memos

Settings

Create New
Group

Settings

SignOut

As a result, the features and the Information Architecture for the application were discovered. 

Early sketches to plan out the interface

What utilities would you like to 
monitor?

Electricity

Water

Gas

NEXT

CREATE

Create your floor plan

1 +- 3 +- 1 +-

1 +- 2 +- 1 +-

1 +- 1 +- 1 +-

BedroomLiving Room

Dining RoomKitchen Bathroom

GarageGarden

Balcony

Porch

DONE

Add Number of Power Outlets

Living Room 1 +-

Balcony 1 +-

Kitchen 1 +-

Bedroom 1 1 +-

Bedroom 2 1 +-

Bedroom 3 1 +-

Low-Fidelity Mockups

Made by Samir

Thanks for Watching!

Choose Utilities Create Floor Plan Add Power Outlets

Home Usage Data for Devices Comparitive Analysis Graph

Add Button Add Utility Bills Add Invoices

Set Budget Set Budget Send Reminders

Dashboard Usage Analysis Graph

Tenants User Profile

Chat Heads Conversations

Notifications Hamburger Menu

EMPATHIZE

DEFINE

IDEATE

PROTOTYPE

TEST

User Interview
Affinity Mapping

Competitive Analysis

Empathy Mapping
Persona

User Journey Map

Card Sorting
Information Architecture

Paper Sketch

Test the app
and get the feedback

Mid-Fidelity Wireframes
Hi-Fidelity Wireframes

Design Prototype


